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As a system which gives attention to both judicial efficiency and judicial equity,  
system of proposal for measurement of penalty has been pilot for six years in our 
country though it hasn’t come into force till now. The fact proves that it is necessary 
to reach further consensus on its importance both in theory and in judicial practice, 
and it is also necessary to improve the construction of itself. This text sets about the 
survey of it, combine the legislation and the practice of it in foreign countries, 
analyses problems existing in our own practice of proposal for measurement of 
penalty, explain reasons for which system of proposal for measurement of penalty 
should be built in our country, expounds primary construction of it and put forward 
relevant coordinated systems to improve it. 
The writer holds that system of proposal for measurement of penalty is a legal 
system according to which in criminal procedure, a prosecutor, on behalf of 
prosecution services of the country, can propose suggestion to the courts on how to 
apply criminal penalty while a victim and his attorney can set forth supplement 
opinions, a suspect and his defender can make an objection and finally a judge will 
give a fair verdict. The system should be understood by following the line of thought 
of safeguarding fairness and justice by procedural laws. The most important value of 
the system lies in that the system can promote the sentence procedure to be open so 
that the fairness of sentence will be built on the basis of observable and operational 
procedural laws which can provide guarantee. 
Not only prosecutors who are on behalf of public power are endowed by the 
system with the right of taking part in the procedure in which the sentence will be 
traditionally decided only by judges, but also suspects and their defenders, victims 
and their attorneys have the same right, thus the rights of those who are always weak 
in traditional criminal procedure can obtain sufficient guarantee. In the system judges’ 
freedom of measurement of penalty should be reasonably restricted by legal procedure 
laws, which will consequently help the system become part of judicial system with 
equity, efficiency and harmony, which can efficiently ensure the right of sentence 














accused and can protect the legal rights of victims. 
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